
             Week 1.9        September 20-24, 2021     Kindergarten  
         

 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Morning Work 
 7:00-7:30 

Morning Work  
7:00-7:30 

Morning Work  
7:00-7:30 

Morning Work  
7:00-7:30 

Morning Work  
7:00-7:30 

Lynn Meadows Field Trip Daily Math  Daily Math  Daily Math  Daily Math  

Calendar & PR 
 7:30-8:00  

Calendar & PR  
7:30-8:00 

Calendar & PR 
7:30-8:00 

Calendar & PR 
7:30-8:00 

Calendar & PR  
7:30-8:00 

Introduce: introduce capital and 

lowercase letter /Cc/, recite 

ABC’s, find the letter in the 

alphabet strip, identify if the letter 

is in the beginning, middle, or 

end of the alphabet, letter 

strokes, upper/lowercase 

matching 

Introduce: introduce capital and 

lowercase letter /Cc/, recite 

ABC’s, find the letter in the 

alphabet strip, identify if the letter 

is in the beginning, middle, or 

end of the alphabet, letter 

strokes, upper/lowercase 

matching 

Introduce: introduce capital and 

lowercase letter /Ff/, recite 

ABC’s, find the letter in the 

alphabet strip, identify if the letter 

is in the beginning, middle, or 

end of the alphabet, letter 

strokes, upper/lowercase 

matching 

Introduce: introduce capital and 

lowercase letter /Ff/, recite 

ABC’s, find the letter in the 

alphabet strip, identify if the letter 

is in the beginning, middle, or 

end of the alphabet, letter 

strokes, upper/lowercase 

matching 

Introduce: introduce capital and 

lowercase letter /Cc/ and /Ff/ 

recite ABC’s, find the letter in the 

alphabet strip, identify if the letter 

is in the beginning, middle, or 

end of the alphabet, letter 

strokes, upper/lowercase 

matching 

Art 8:00-8:50 W.I.N. 8:00-8:50 P.E. 8:00-8:50 Music 8:00-8:50 Library 8:00-8:50 
Water Break 8:50 

No RMR - Review 
Essential Question: What do good readers do? I Can: I can retell familiar stories including characters and major events. 

Thinking Map introduced: Bridge Map 
RMM Reading  

8:50-9:20 
Target Question: Who is the main 

character of our story? 

RMM Reading  

8:50-9:20 
Target Question: How are our 

characters different? How are they 
the same? 

RMM Reading  

8:50-9:20 
Target Question: How can we 

compare different books? 

RMM Reading  

8:50-9:20 
Target Question: What details 

have we learned about firefighters 
from our books this week? 

RMM Reading  

8:50-9:20 
Target Question: How are police 

officers and firefighters the same? 
How are they different? 

*Career Tie In - Firefighters, 

Police Officers 
Anticipatory Set TSW assist in 

creating a circle map that 

lists jobs and tools of a 

firefighter. 
Guided Practice TTW read 

aloud “Firefighter Frank” and 

guide students with the 

following questions: Who is 

our character? Where does 

the story take place? What 

does Frank do that’s 

important? What do they do 

after the fire? 
Independent Work TSW draw 

a picture that shows the main 

character of the story (Frank). 
Closure TTW list and review 

the important fire-prevention 

Anticipatory Set TTW show the 

clip “Story Elements for Kids: 

What is a character?” to 

review different kinds of 

characters. 
Guided Practice TTW read 

aloud “Firefighters” and 

guide students with the 

following questions: Who are 

the characters in our story? 

Are they the same or different 

as yesterday’s story? What 

happens when the fire bell 

rings? What do they use to 

stop the fire? 
Independent Work TSW draw 

a picture to show something 

Anticipatory Set TTW show the 

educational song “Fiction vs. 

Non-Fiction” and display the 

story from yesterday along 

with the Fly Guy book and 

compare them together. 
Guided Practice TTW read 

aloud “Fly Guy Presents: 

Firefighters” and guide 

students with the following 

questions: What do the 

photographs show? What is 

some special equipment 

firefighters use? How do 

trucks get their water? What 

else can firefighters do? 
Independent Work TSW draw 

a picture to show what type 

Anticipatory Set TTW create a 

bridge map showing the 

analogy of firefighter/fire 

engine is a police officer/to a 

___, etc. 
Guided Practice TTW read 

aloud “Flashing Fire Engines” 

and guide students with the 

following questions: What is 

one important thing a 

firetruck has? What is some of 

the gear the fire fighters 

need? 
Independent Work TSW draw 

a picture showing some 

important gear a firefighter 

may need to wear or have 

Anticipatory Set TTW show the 

“Alphabet Occupations” 

song and review the circle 

map of jobs/what we want to 

be when we grow up. 
Guided Practice TTW read 

aloud “I Want to Be a Police 

Officer” and guide students 

with the following questions: 

What are some things Police 

Officers do? How do they get 

around? What tools do they 

use? What skills do they 

need? 
Independent Work TSW draw 

a picture to show one thing a 

police officer does in the 

community. 



safety tips at the end of the 

story. 
a firefighter does to help 

people. 
Closure TSW share their 

drawings and ideas with the 

class. 
 

of transportation firefighters 

use. 
Closure TTW review the 

important fire-prevention 

safety tips at the end of the 

story and add any to the 

class list. 

on its fire engine (helmet, 

mask, siren, water hose, etc.) 
Closure TSW view the 

educational video - “Tommy 

Flames Top Five Fire Safety 

Tips” and review class list of 

tips. 

Closure TSW assist the 

teacher in creating a double 

bubble map to compare 

firefighters and police 

officers. Prompt with 

questions - what do they both 

have on there vehicles 

(sirens)? What do they both 

do? (Help people) 
Standards: RL.K.2, CI.K.1 (Rights and responsibilities)             W.O.W.: 1,2,4,7 

Reading/Project Read/ELA Center Rotations Begin 9:25-10:40 
Weekly Independent Centers: Identifying, tracing, and independently writing the daily letter 

Independent Computer Center: Starfall (Until ST/iReady sync) 

Ms. LeDoux’s Table  Ms. LeDoux’s Table Ms. LeDoux’s Table Ms. LeDoux’s Table Ms. LeDoux’s Table 
Group One-Identifying and 

tracing the daily letter, 

Review Snap/SightWords, 

Blending sounds to blend 

CVC words (PA) 

 

Group Two – Identifying 

and tracing the daily letter 

 

Group Three- Identifying 

and tracing the daily letter 

 

Group Four- Identifying 

and tracing the daily letter 

 

Group One-Identifying and 

tracing the daily letter, 

Review Snap/SightWords, 

Blending sounds to blend 

CVC words (PA) 

 

Group Two – Identifying 

and tracing the daily letter 

 

Group Three- Identifying 

and tracing the daily letter 

 

Group Four- Identifying 

and tracing the daily letter 

 

Group One-Identifying and 

tracing the daily letter, 

Review Snap/SightWords, 

Blending sounds to blend 

CVC words (PA) 

 

Group Two – Identifying 

and tracing the daily letter 

 

Group Three- Identifying 

and tracing the daily letter 

 

Group Four- Identifying 

and tracing the daily letter 

 

Group One-Identifying and 

tracing the daily letter, 

Review Snap/SightWords, 

Blending sounds to blend 

CVC words (PA) 

 

Group Two – Identifying 

and tracing the daily letter 

 

Group Three- Identifying 

and tracing the daily letter 

 

Group Four- Identifying 

and tracing the daily letter 

 

Group One-Identifying and 

tracing the daily letter, 

Review Snap/SightWords, 

Blending sounds to blend 

CVC words (PA) 

 

Group Two – Identifying 

and tracing the daily letter 

 

Group Three- Identifying 

and tracing the daily letter 

 

Group Four- Identifying 

and tracing the daily letter 

 
Standards: RL.K.10, RF.K.1, RF.K.2, RF.K.3, RF.K.4, K.CC.3 

Ms. Robinson’s Table Ms. Robinson’s Table Ms. Robinson’s Table Ms. Robinson’s Table Ms. Robinson’s Table 

Group One- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/SightWords, Blending 

sounds to blend CVC 

words (PA) 

 

Group Two– tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 

Group Three- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

Group One- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/SightWords, Blending 

sounds to blend CVC 

words (PA) 

 

Group Two– tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 

Group Three- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

Group One- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/SightWords, Blending 

sounds to blend CVC 

words (PA) 

 

Group Two– tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 

Group Three- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

Group One- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/SightWords, Blending 

sounds to blend CVC 

words (PA) 

 

Group Two– tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 

Group Three- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

Group One- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/SightWords, Blending 

sounds to blend CVC 

words (PA) 

 

Group Two– tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 

Group Three- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 



 

Group Four- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 

 

Group Four- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 

 

Group Four- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 

 

Group Four- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 

 

Group Four- tracing the 

daily letter, Review 

Snap/Sight Words 

 
Standards: RL.K.10, RF.K.1, RF.K.2, RF.K.3, RF.K.4, K.CC.3 

Lunch 10:40-11:05 Lunch 10:40-11:05 Lunch 10:40-11:05 Lunch 10:40-11:05 Lunch 10:40-11:05 

 Recess/water 
11:15-11:40  

 Recess/water 
11:15-11:40  

 Recess/water 
11:15-11:40  

 Recess/water 
11:15-11:40  

 Recess/water 
11:15-11:40  

Whole Group Math 9:00-9:40: No RMM Lesson: Review Lessons 1-8 
Essential Question: How do we count and identify groups to ten? I can count and identify groups from 1 to 10. 

Thinking Map introduced: Bridge Map 
RCC Math  

12:10-12:45 
RCC Math 

12:10-12:45 
RMM Math 
12:10-12:45 

RCC Math 
12:10-12:45 

RCC Math 
12:10-12:45 

Target Question: What’ve we 

learned about numbers 6-10? 
Anticipatory Set - TTW sing 

along to “Count to 10” by 

Pancake Manor 
Guided Practice Try it - TTW 

guide students through 

practice math DCA to review 

lessons 1-8. Discuss it - How 

can we choose from multiple 

answers? Why is double 

checking our work 

important? 
Independent Work Connect it 

- SWP 221: TSW draw what 

they learned about numbers 

6-10. 
Closure TTW introduce the 

bridge map and show the 

analogy for one more than a 

given number. 

Target Question: How can we 

identify groups up to 10? 
Anticipatory Set TTW show the 

“Spelling Numbers Song” 

(Scratch Garden) 
Guided Practice Try it - 

TTW  roll two big dot dice and 

decide the total sum. TTW 

allow students to take turns 

rolling dice. Discuss it - Do 

you have to count all the 

dots every time? 
Independent Work  Connect 

it - SWP 222: TSW count and 

identify the number. TTW 

guide students to circling the 

correct way to make 10 and 

TSW show on 10 frame. 
Closure  TTW present the 

Counting Up to 10 in Different 

Rays or Arrangements lesson 

and call on students to 

work/review. 

Target Question: How do we 

order numbers 1-10? 
Anticipatory Set TTW have 

students assist in making a 

circle map for the number 10. 
Guided Practice Try it - TTW 

call on students to put 

number cards in order from 1-

10. Repeat with all students. 

Discuss it - How did you know 

what order to go in? How do 

you know what comes next? 
Independent Work  Connect 

it - SWP 223-224 - TSW find 

which number is less out of 

the ten frames. TSW decide 

what is one more that 9.  
Closure  TSW complete the 

number sense tree map for 9 

and 10. 

TTW guide students 

through the First Nine 

Weeks ELA District 

Common Assessment 

TTW guide students 

through the First Nine 

Weeks Math District 

Common Assessment 

Standards: K.CC.A.3, K.CC.B.4a,b, K.CC.B.5             W.O.W.: 1,2,4,7 

Math Center Rotations Begin 12:45-2:10 
Weekly Independent Centers: Identifying the number 8, tracing 8, finding groups and amounts that have 8 

Independent Computer Center: Starfall (Until ST/iReady sync) 

Ms. LeDoux’s Table  Ms. LeDoux’s Table Ms. LeDoux’s Table Ms. LeDoux’s Table Ms. LeDoux’s Table 
**Beginning of the year 

testing 

Group One- Focusing on 

our weekly number, 

**Beginning of the year 

testing 

Group One- Focusing on 

our weekly number, 

**Beginning of the year 

testing 

Group One- Focusing on 

our weekly number, 

**Beginning of the year 

testing 

Group One- Focusing on 

our weekly number, 

**Beginning of the year 

testing 

Group One- Focusing on 

our weekly number, 



formation, and number 

word, making number 1-5 

using five’s frames, using 

counters, building addition 

sentences.  

 

Group Two – Focusing on 

our weekly number, 

formation, and number 

word, making number 1-5 

using five’s frames, using 

counters, building addition 

sentences. 

 

Group Three- Focusing on 

our weekly number, 

formation, and number 

word, counting accurately 

 

Group Four- Focusing on 

our weekly number, 

formation, and number 

word, counting accurately 

formation, and number 

word, making number 1-5 

using five’s frames, using 

counters, building addition 

sentences.  

 

Group Two – Focusing on 

our weekly number, 

formation, and number 

word, making number 1-5 

using five’s frames, using 

counters, building addition 

sentences. 

 

Group Three- Focusing on 

our weekly number, 

formation, and number 

word, counting accurately 

 

Group Four- Focusing on 

our weekly number, 

formation, and number 

word, counting accurately 

formation, and number 

word, making number 1-5 

using five’s frames, using 

counters, building addition 

sentences.  

 

Group Two – Focusing on 

our weekly number, 

formation, and number 

word, making number 1-5 

using five’s frames, using 

counters, building addition 

sentences. 

 

Group Three- Focusing on 

our weekly number, 

formation, and number 

word, counting accurately 

 

Group Four- Focusing on 

our weekly number, 

formation, and number 

word, counting accurately 

formation, and number 

word, making number 1-5 

using five’s frames, using 

counters, building addition 

sentences.  

 

Group Two – Focusing on 

our weekly number, 

formation, and number 

word, making number 1-5 

using five’s frames, using 

counters, building addition 

sentences. 

 

Group Three- Focusing on 

our weekly number, 

formation, and number 

word, counting accurately 

 

Group Four- Focusing on 

our weekly number, 

formation, and number 

word, counting accurately 

formation, and number 

word, making number 1-5 

using five’s frames, using 

counters, building addition 

sentences.  

 

Group Two – Focusing on 

our weekly number, 

formation, and number 

word, making number 1-5 

using five’s frames, using 

counters, building addition 

sentences. 

 

Group Three- Focusing on 

our weekly number, 

formation, and number 

word, counting accurately 

 

Group Four- Focusing on 

our weekly number, 

formation, and number 

word, counting accurately 

Ms. Robinson’s Table Ms. Robinson’s Table Ms. Robinson’s Table Ms. Robinson’s Table Ms. Robinson’s Table 

Group One- tracing the 

daily number, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

 

Group Two– tracing the 

daily number, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

Group Three- tracing the 

daily number, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

 

Group One- tracing the 

daily number, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

 

Group Two– tracing the 

daily number, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

Group Three- tracing the 

daily number, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

 

Group One- tracing the 

daily number, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

 

Group Two– tracing the 

daily number, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

Group Three- tracing the 

daily number, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

 

Group One- tracing the 

daily number, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

 

Group Two– tracing the 

daily number, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

Group Three- tracing the 

daily number, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

 

Group One- tracing the 

daily number, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

 

Group Two– tracing the 

daily number, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

Group Three- tracing the 

daily number, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

 



Group Four- tracing the 

daily number, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

Group Four- tracing the 

daily number, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

Group Four- tracing the 

daily number, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

Group Four- tracing the 

daily number, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 

Group Four- tracing the 

daily number, finding the 

amount, filling in the 

amount on a tens frame, 

finding the number using a 

number line 
Fact Fluency 2:20-2:30 
Number of the week 

practice 

Fact Fluency 2:20-2:30 
Number of the week 

practice 

Fact Fluency 2:20-2:30 
Number of the week 

practice 

Fact Fluency 2:20-2:30 
Number of the week 

practice 

Fact Fluency 2:20-2:30 
Number of the week 

practice 

Dismissal 2:20-2:30 Dismissal 2:20-2:30 Dismissal 2:20-2:30 Dismissal 2:20-2:30 Dismissal 2:20-2:30 

 
 
    
 
 
 


